The Suàn shù shū is an ancient Chinese collection of writings on mathematics approximately 7000 characters in length, written on 190 bamboo strips, recovered from a tomb that appears to have been closed in 186 B.C. This anonymous collection is not a single coherent book, but is made up of approximately 69 independent sections of text, which appear to have been assembled from a variety of sources. Problems treated range from elementary calculations with fractions to applications of the Rule of False Position and finding the volumes of various solid shapes. The Suàn shù shū is now the earliest datable extensive Chinese material on mathematics. This paper discusses its relation to ancient works known through scribal transmission, such as the so-called "Nine Chapters," Jiǔ zhāng suàn shù , which is first mentioned in connection with events around A.D. 100, but may have been compiled about a century earlier. It is proposed that the evolution of Chinese mathematical literature in the centuries that separate these two texts may be understood through comparison with what is known to have taken place during that time in another area of Chinese technical literature, that of medicine.
Introduction
The Suàn shù shū , "Writings on reckoning," is an ancient Chinese collection of writings on mathematics approximately 7000 characters in length, written on 190 bamboo strips, which were originally bound side by side with string and rolled up into a scroll-like bundle. It was discovered in 1983 when archaeologists opened a tomb at Zhāngjiāshān in Húběi province [Zhāngjiāshān, 2001] ; since the binding strings had long since perished, the strips were scattered in disorder. From documentary evidence this tomb is thought to have been closed in 186 B.C., early in the Western Hàn dynasty. It is in any case certainly an early second century B.C. burial. The unknown occupant of this tomb appears to have been a minor local government official who had begun his career in the service of the Qín dynasty but started work for its successor, the Hàn, in 202 B.C. [Péng, 2001, 11-12] . The work discussed here was not the only one deposited in this tomb; in addition to material containing administrative regulations there were also writings on medicine and therapeutic gymnastics, all of which have been published and widely discussed elsewhere [Harper, 1998, 30-33; Tsien, 2004, 227] . A full translation of the Suàn shù shū into English, with explanatory commentary and a critical edition of the Chinese text, has recently been published [Cullen, 2004] .
Until the discovery of the Suàn shù shū the most ancient extant Chinese mathematical work was the Jiǔ zhāng suàn shù . The title of this book has been variously rendered. While I would prefer something like "Mathematical methods [or procedures] 1 under a ninefold classification," it is more common to call it "Nine chapters on mathematical procedures," "Nine chapters on the mathematical arts" or "The Nine Chapters" for short. For simplicity I shall follow the latter practice.
For centuries the Nine Chapters played in China a role similar to that of the Elements of Euclid (fl. c. 300 B.C.) in Europe, in that it was both a paradigm for the learned practice of mathematics and the earliest surviving major mathematical text. There is, however, no direct evidence of the existence of the Nine Chapters before the first century A.D. (see below). For historians of Chinese mathematics the impact of the Suàn shù shū is therefore similar to what would follow from the discovery of an ancient Greek manuscript with substantial material by such pre-Euclidean mathematicians as Hippocrates (c. 485 B.C.) and Archytas (c. 385 B.C.). The importance of the Suàn shù shū for the history of world mathematics is indisputable.
This article outlines the nature and significance of this text and indicates some of the ways in which its discovery changes our views of the beginning of the ancient Chinese mathematical tradition, especially in relation to the place of the Nine Chapters in that tradition. I have divided my account into sections as follows:
(a) A very brief sketch (Section 2 of relevant features of the historical and cultural context in which the Suàn shù shū belonged. Early imperial China was a world very different from the ancient cultures more familiar to most English speaking historians of mathematics, and some preliminary orientation is indispensable to understanding what follows. (b) The physical and formal structure of the text (Section 3). Here I discuss the implications of the fact that the Suàn shù shū took the uniquely Chinese form of a bundle of bamboo strips, and I outline the way that the writings it contains are structured and divided. Such issues will be of major importance in analyzing the historical place of this material in the evolution of later Chinese mathematical writing. (c) The mathematical content of the text (Section 4). Here I give a summary of the mathematical methods used in the Suàn shù shū and give samples to illustrate the way they are applied. Readers who require more details can of course refer to my full translation and commentary published elsewhere [Cullen, 2004] . (d) The historical implications of the discovery of the Suàn shù shū (Section 5). The striking new evidence now available demands a radical reassessment of our view of early Chinese mathematics and mathematical literature.
In the last sections of this article I sketch what I believe to be the essential features of such a reassessment.
Up to now, all accounts of the first few centuries of the history of Chinese mathematics have been dominated by the presence of the Nine Chapters. It was taken for granted that the Nine Chapters represented a natural or at least unproblematic form for mathematical writing in ancient China. No other early examples of extensive mathematical writing were known, and it was claimed that the ninefold classification of mathematics on which the book is structured dated back to well before the imperial age. As a result, the early history of Chinese mathematics was in effect simply the history of the Nine Chapters. The Suàn shù shū liberates us from these assumptions, and opens the way for us to sketch a vision of the early imperial age as an epoch of mathematical change and creativity, in which we do not simply see texts like the Nine Chapters as intellectual monuments, but can analyze the processes which created them. In the light of the evidence provided by the Suàn shù shū I suggest that the Nine Chapters is a more recent text than has commonly been supposed, and I identify a plausible set of historical and intellectual circumstances that might have led to its creation.
Background and context
The Suàn shù shū was found in a tomb closed early in the second century B.C., and while some of the material in this collection was no doubt composed considerably earlier, the consensus among all scholars who have studied the Suàn shù shū so far is that in broad terms it belongs in the cultural milieu of around 200 B.C. Unlike the Rhind/Ahmose papyrus, it is probably not a copy of a much more ancient document. If we want to understand the nature and purpose of the Suàn shù shū, it will be helpful to say something about what kind of place China was at the time this collection was placed in the tomb.
China as a unified and centrally governed imperial state is not very old compared to (say) the cultures of ancient Mesopotamia. The first emperor who unified the Chinese world under one centralized government took the throne of his short-lived Qín dynasty in 221 B.C., only 35 years before the Zhāngjiāshān tomb was closed. For the first time much of what is now modern China was governed by a civil service responsible to one man at the center. For the preceding five centuries there had been no entity with a realistic claim to hegemony over the multitude of aristocratically governed states into which China was divided. When we do go back far enough to find such a claim being maintained, the central power of the rulers of the Western Zhōu kingdom (1046-771 B.C.) was nothing like as strong and fine-meshed as the imperial system which the Qín inaugurated. The Suàn shù shū is a product of the new bureaucratic empire founded by Qín, a point that will be underlined when we consider its contents in detail. Nevertheless what was imagined to have been the Zhōu system of government was still seen as a worthy model by some writers in the early imperial age. As we shall see, some scholars of that period who discussed the origins of mathematics believed that the mathematics of their own age could be traced back to Zhōu models. This view will require careful evaluation in relation to the new evidence provided by the Suàn shù shū.
After the fall of Qín, the Hàn dynasty (206 B.C. to A.D. 221) ruled for more than four centuries (apart from the break under Wáng Mǎng from A.D. 9-23), and its government was largely founded on a continuation of Qín institutions. Under the Hàn emperors a new and self-conscious social group took deep root and flourished: this was the scholar-official gentry who staffed the new empire. The rich grave-goods in their tombs are witness to the prosperity brought to them by service to the emperor. For our present purposes, the most significant point about Hàn funerary practices is that for at least the first two centuries of the dynasty officials were sometimes buried with collections of books to take into the next world [Tsien, 2004, 207-232] . Now before such collections began to be excavated in recent decades, there were only two ways of getting a picture of the range of topics and formats of ancient Chinese literature. One was to rely on the surviving texts from a given epoch, transmitted to us initially through the process of scribal copying, and then after about 1000 A.D. preserved through printing. The Nine Chapters is the oldest mathematical literature to reach us by that route, but our earliest surviving (and incomplete) copy of this book represents an early 13th century reprint of an edition of 1084 [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 71-72] . The other method, less dependent on the accidents of survival, was to look at the lists of titles in ancient bibliographies extant from the first century onward, but in many cases the books listed there are now utterly lost and we can only guess at their contents. Now, however, the texts excavated from Hàn tombs give us direct access to some of the actual writings that imperial scholar-officials read 2000 years ago. The Suàn shù shū is one of those.
The physical and formal structure of the Suàn shù shū

Physical form, reconstitution, and transcription
The Suàn shù shū originally took a form common to many excavated Chinese writings from the late first millennium B.C., that of a roll of bamboo strips [Tsien, 2004, 96-125] . In the case of the Suàn shù shū each strip of bamboo was about 30 cm long and 6 or 7 mm wide and bore a single column of characters written in ink so as to be read from top to bottom with the strip held vertically: see Fig. 1 for some examples. Each strip was cut from the original stalk so that there is a "node" or thickening marking the division between sections of growing bamboo about 15 mm below the top of the strip, and about 20 mm above the lower end. The main body of writing on any given strip lies between the two nodes. To make the roll, the strips of bamboo were laid side by side, and strings were then knotted round the strips near the top and bottom to hold them in place so that they could be rolled up like a mat. When the bundle was unrolled, the columns of characters on successive strips were read from top to bottom and right to left, as was also the case with all Chinese texts on silk or paper until the horizontal and left to right arrangement for writing was adopted under Western influence in recent times. Since there are 190 strips in the reconstituted collection, allowing a few millimeters for the knotted cord between strips, it seems that the text would have been somewhat less than 2 m long when fully unrolled.
When the Suàn shù shū was found, its strings had long since perished and its strips had spread out in disorder through the action of soil and water movement on the original bundle during two millennia. A drawing showing the widely dispersed layout of the strips as found was prepared by the team who excavated them [Péng, 2001, fold-out following p. 134] . The first scholars who studied the text could only attempt to restore the correct order of the strips using such clues as continuity of text and proximity when excavated [Péng, 2001, 1-4] . The difficulty of this task may be judged from the comparative table of excavation numbers of the strips (which roughly reflect proximity as found) and the numbers used for the strips in the order of the published transcription, which reflect the editors' judgments of the original order of the strips in the bundle [Péng, 2001, 129-130] . While the dispersion of the original bundle of strips had clearly not produced a completely random order on the ground, it was rare for the excavators to find a sequence of strips lying together in just the right order. Added to that is the fact that although most of the strips were quite legible a number were damaged or partly obliterated. Transcribing and ordering the strips was therefore no easy task, although that in itself seems insufficient to explain why it took 17 years before the first transcription of the text appeared in published form. It seems that several different arrangements of the strips were made before the version now before us was decided on [Péng, 2001, 133] . Slight differences between the successive transcriptions published show that revisions were still being made after the first version appeared. During the long period when the work of transcription was in hand, only brief references to the contents of the text appeared in books and periodicals. The delay that has already occurred makes it all the more urgent to make this text accessible to historians of mathematics in general as well as to specialists in Chinese mathematics.
The first full publication of the transcribed text of the Suàn shù shū was given in the archaeological periodical Wénwù 9 (2000) 78-84 under the title "Jiānglíng Zhāngjiāshān Hànjiǎn 'Suàn shù shū' shìwén" (English title given in original publication as "Transcription of bamboo Suàn shù shū or a book of arithmetic from Jiānglíng"). This work [Jiānglíng, 2000] was ascribed to the Study Group of the Jiānglíng Documents. The transcription from early Hàn script in this publication was made using modern simplified characters rather than the full form modern characters that would have more closely paralleled the ancient orthography, and there was no indication of where one strip ended and another began. Its value for study was therefore limited.
A further publication appeared the following year [Péng, 2001] . This gave a transcription using full form modern characters, indicated the start and end of strips, and included editorial notes on the transcription and a commentary on the mathematical content. Although Péng's book included photographs of some of the strips, many were not included, which made it impossible to come to an independent judgment on the transcriptions of doubtful characters by the editors. Later in the same year a full set of full-sized photographs of all the Zhāngjiāshān strips was finally published [Zhāngjiāshān, 2001] . This included a transcription of the Suàn shù shū text with editorial notes, substantially identical to the work of Péng Hào.
The edition used in the present study is based on a study of the published photographs of the strips [Cullen, 2004, 113-145] . Comparison with the versions published in China will show that I have been rather less willing to suggest emendations to the text than others to date. In part this is perhaps linked to the fact that I have not felt justified in assuming that where the text is irregular or elliptic, this is because a scribe has failed to reproduce fully a hypothetical source text that did not have such features. The Suàn shù shū is what it is: it does not deserve to be treated as an imperfect version of some other shadowy document now lost. Fig. 1 . Some of the bamboo strips on which the Suàn shù shū was written. Counting from the right, the first strip shows the label Suàn shù shū , "Writings on Reckoning," that described the contents of the original bundle. The second, third, fourth, and eighth strips show section titles above the upper node of the bamboo, and the second and fifth strips have the names Wáng and Yáng below their lower nodes. The ninth strip has the words Yáng yǐ chóu , "Checked by Yáng," below the lower node. In the numbering system used for the translation in [Cullen, 2004] , the strips shown here are numbered as 6 (reverse side shown here), 119, 148, 113, 102, 101, 134, 133, and 56 . Reproduced with permission from [Péng, 2001] .
The formal structure of the Suàn shù shū
In analyzing the structure of the Suàn shù shū, I suggest that we may begin by looking at the most basic elements of the text, and moving up from that level step by step to the overall structure of the entire collection.
The individual characters
These are written fairly clearly throughout in a scribal style that is similar to that of many other excavated Hàn documents. While the appearance of the characters used is superficially quite different from modern standard script, it does not take very long for a reader familiar with classical Chinese to begin reading this material with relative ease. I cannot myself distinguish obvious changes of handwriting style from one part of the text to another. This may mean that a single scribe copied all the text we see, or it may mean that a number of scribes working on the text had been trained in ways that produced a fairly standardized style. It may also mean that I am not sufficiently familiar with early Hàn documents to detect differences that may be obvious to the more expert. It is significant, however, that the group of Chinese scholars who examined the text after its excavation also concluded that the uniformity of the writing suggested that it was all the work of a single copyist [Péng, 2001, 3] . A small number of characters found in this text are unknown to dictionaries based on the printed literary tradition as it existed in late imperial times, such as in strip 80 for what appears to be a type of fat (here as in [Cullen, 2004] I follow the strip numbering in the full photographic reproduction [Zhāngjiāshān, 2001] ). In a few other cases characters of standard form are used in ways that later ceased to be common; for instance, is used frequently for shù "procedure, method" where later mathematical texts have . The text is not always consistent in the use of one form of character for one meaning. These variations are not necessarily a sign that different scribes have been at work, since in the example of strip 13 we have zēng in the title, followed two characters later by zēng in the same sense of "increase." An indication of the attitude of the scribe or scribes to the effort required to write down characters is shown by the frequent use of the ditto mark = indicating that the preceding character is to be repeated. No consideration of elegance or reader-friendliness seems to stand in the way of saving ink and reducing the labor of copying wherever possible.
The clause and the sentence
Punctuation was not a major feature of pre-modern written Chinese, although it was not altogether absent [Guān, 2002] . On the whole punctuation was a task left to the reader, who marked red circles with the writing brush in order to indicate pauses between sentences or clauses. Punctuating the text was thus part of the task of comprehending it. Accordingly, large parts of the Suàn shù shū have to be read using only the guidance to clause structure provided by obvious units of sense, by introductory formulae such as shù yuē , "the method says," and by familiar particles in classical Chinese such as zhě (which mainly functions to nominalize a preceding verbal expression) and yě (which roughly speaking marks the end of an assertion). However, in parts of the Suàn shù shū one frequently finds that the scribe has already provided the punctuation, in the form of the "hook-mark" , sometimes written clearly as shown here, but sometimes little more than a slightly bent streak. The usage of this mark does not seem to follow any obvious pattern. Sometimes it seems quite superfluous, as in several cases where it occurs only after yě has already made the clause division clear. Elsewhere its role in dividing groups of figures from one another does sometimes make the task of grasping where separate numbers begin and end a little easier. A less frequent punctuation mark is the round blob •, which may perhaps mark a more significant pause than the hook-mark. But for large portions of the text punctuation does not occur at all.
The section
In most cases, any text forming part of the Suàn shù shū can be identified as part of what I have called a "section," a self-sufficient piece of writing possibly extending over several strips, beginning with a title written by the scribe above the upper node of a strip. The end of a section may coincide with the end of a strip, and the scribe may squeeze characters together to avoid running on to the next strip. Often, however, there is an obvious gap in the form of a length of blank bamboo between the end of the text and the lower node of the strip on which the section ends. We must not forget that such a section as we see it today in a published transcription has been reconstituted from scattered strips by the original Chinese editors. However, the continuity of text recording calculations or specifying methods is often so strong from one strip to the next that one can feel considerable confidence that the editors have made the right decision in ordering strips to reconstitute a section. In some cases the continuous text of a section can be seen to consist of a number of subsections, which may be variants on the main theme apparently from the same source, or may even say the same thing in language different enough to suggest different origins.
Some of the sections and subsections of the Suàn shù shū simply make statements, such as "1/4 times 1/4 is 1/16," or tell us what amount of a given commodity has the same exchange value as a given amount of some other commodity. The majority, however, follow some variant of the following form, in which a problem is stated and solved:
(a) a description of a situation, sometimes including the expressions jīn yǒu , "Now we have/there is/there are" (12 instances), or jīn yù , "Now it is desired to" (5 instances); (b) a question about the situation, often in the form wèn X jǐ hé X , "It is asked: how much is X?" (26 instances), or simply X jǐ hé X , "How much is X?," where X is the name of some quantity (14 instances); (c) a statement of the result, sometimes simply introduced by yuē , "It says" (27 occasions), but also by dé yuē , "The result says" (13 instances), and once by qí dé yuē , "Its result says"; (d) a statement of the method used, introduced once simply by yuē , "It says" (Section 53), but mostly as shù yuē , "The method says" (47 instances), and sometimes qí shù yuē , "Its method says" (6 occasions).
In the examples above I have translated yuē literally as "says" for the sake of clarity. Yuē is, however, a rather weak word that often functions in classical Chinese as no more than a divider between one block of direct speech and the next. In translating the above expressions as part of continuous prose it seems to me that it is usually better rendered as a simple colon ":" so that (e.g.) shù yuē is rendered as "Method:". The Suàn shù shū as a whole shows no consistent usage of the expressions listed here, and indeed it is hard to see any consistent pattern even within individual sections, which were presumably likely to have been copied from a single source. This looseness is a striking contrast to the Nine Chapters, in which the format of problems, answers, and stated methods is, though flexible, generally quite uniform.
In a few cases the section occupies a single strip only. In the transcription below the first three characters are a title, written above the upper node on the original strip. To represent this separation they are placed here on a separate line. The rest of the text begins below the node, and the presence of a long gap between the end of the text and the end of the strip suggests strongly that what we have here is a complete unit of writing.
Strip 13
Increasing or decreasing parts [i.e., fractions] When increasing a part one increases its numerator [lit. "child"]; when decreasing a part one increases its denominator [lit. "mother"].
More frequently the section continues over more than one strip:
Strip 34 Strip 35
(6 character gap to end of strip) (12) The fox goes through a customs-post A fox, a wildcat, and a dog go through a customs-post; they are taxed 111 cash. The dog says to the wildcat, and the wildcat says to the fox, "Your skin is worth twice mine; you should pay twice as much tax!" Question: how much is paid out in each case? Result: the dog pays out 15 cash and 6/7 cash; the wildcat pays out 31 cash and 5 parts; the fox pays out 63 cash and 3 parts. Method: let them be double one another, and combine them [into] 7 to make the divisor; multiply each by the tax to make the dividends; obtain one for [each time] the dividend accommodates the divisor.
Where a section continues from one strip to the next, the transition is evidently of no importance to the scribe, who will happily split a clause between strips. In one case (strips 1 and 2), the scribe actually places a "punctuation hook" at the top of one strip, although it follows a clause that ends at the bottom of the preceding strip. As already noted, there may also be significant divisions within a section, as in the following example. The letters (a), (b), and (c) have been inserted in the Chinese text to mark the divisions I have made in my translation.
Strip 17 Strip 18
(long gap to end of strip) The title "Simplifying parts [i.e., fractions]" appears above the node of strip 17, and is clearly an overall title for this section. The long gap at the end of strip 18 suggests that at this point the scribe felt that he had finished a unit of writing, although the original editors place after this two further strips with related fragments of material. Subsection (a) gives a method for finding the highest common factor of two numbers (in this case the numerator and denominator of a fraction to be simplified) similar to that found in Euclid, Book 7, Proposition 2. Subsection (b) then gives another method for simplification, based on simply dividing numerator and denominator by any factors one can find. Subsection (c) finally gives a differently phrased version of the rule already given in (a), evidently taken from a different source. This eclectic assembling of variant statements of related methods is a frequent feature of the text. The fact that this was thought to be worthwhile is significant (though somewhat cryptic) evidence as to what the aims of early Chinese mathematical writing may have been. I believe that the hypothesis I introduce later in this article goes some way toward explaining such features of the text.
Two different persons, with the common surnames Wáng and Yáng , appear to be associated with the text, since one or other of their names are written below the lower nodes of 14 strips. Wáng's name appears on strips 42 (Section 15 using the numbering of sections in my translation [Cullen, 2004] ), 88 (Section 36a), and 119 (Section 47a); in the case of strip 42 the name occurs at the end of a well-defined section in the form of the announcement Wáng yǐ chóu , "Checked by Wáng." In the other two instances the name alone appears. As for Yáng, his name is found at the end of strips 1 and 3 (Section 1), 56 (Section 21), 98 (Section 40a), 101 (Section 40b), 105 (Section 41a), 107 (Section 41b), 109 (Section 42a), 111 (Section 42b), 121 (Section 47b), and 123 (Section 47c). Strip 56 ends Section 21, which is on a theme (rates of weaving in geometrical progression) similar to Section 15. We read here Yáng yǐ chóu , "Checked by Yáng," a clear parallel to the earlier Wáng yǐ chóu . In this case the example is incorrectly worked. Apart from Sections 15 and 21, the rule seems to be that the name is given on the first strip of a section of material associated with the person in question. It is only in Section 47, which divides naturally into subsections, that both names occur. The names Wáng and Yáng are never found on the same strip, nor do they ever occur on consecutive strips that are linked by continuous text. Of course such named strips are a minority: 14 bear names, but that leaves 176 out of 190 unaccounted for. Sections bearing the names of Wáng and Yáng seem to differ from one another in their names for grains, and also in their terminology for fractions (see below). Who this Wáng and Yáng were or what role they played is not clear. If the text as we have it today really is the work of a single hand, they would seem to be more than mere copyists labeling strips on which they had worked: in that case why would the last copyist bother to preserve their names, and why only label 14 strips out of 190? And if they were no more than scribes, it is hard to see why their names should be associated in a distinctive way ("checked by . . . ") with the two weaving problems. On the whole the most probable solution seems to be that Wáng and Yáng were in some sense mathematical teachers and (to a limited extent at least) authors of mathematical problems, and that material by them has been copied into the present collection.
Sequence and grouping of sections
Even if we do not always feel certain that every section is correctly and fully reconstituted from the scattered strips, the existence of scribal section titles makes it plain that the division of the Suàn shù shū into sections does actually represent an original feature of the collection as deposited in the tomb. The same cannot, however, be said of the order of sections within the transcription. Looking again at the table of excavation numbers and transcription numbers for slips, together with the diagram showing the strips as found, we can see straight away that the order in which the sections are placed in the transcription does not relate in any obvious way to the positions and sequence of the strips as excavated. Thus, for instance, the fact that the sections dealing with elementary operations of arithmetic are placed first in the transcription is largely a matter of an editorial decision that the simplest topics come first, and that similar topics belong together-although there is the additional factor that what is clearly the title of the whole collection (or perhaps we should say its label: see Appendix) is found on the back of strip 6. This strip must therefore have come early enough in the series for it to be visible when the bundle was wrapped up with the text facing inward and the beginning of the roll on the outside of the bundle. We can therefore be sure that the topic covered on strip 6-the multiplication of fractions-was placed quite early in the collection, thus confirming to some extent the notion that elementary topics preceded the rest.
Under these circumstances, however, we cannot deduce much about the order of the sections in the original text from the order in which the editors have chosen to place them here. When therefore in my translation I propose the 14 rough groupings of sections under broad topic headings listed below, I merely claim that these groupings give a useful idea of the topics that are covered within the collection as a whole. I certainly cannot prove that the relevant sections were so grouped in the undamaged roll of strips, or that even if they were so grouped the groups stood in the order in which they are currently found. On the other hand it does seem unlikely that a collection of mathematical material would have been compiled in a completely random order, and as we have already seen, material on similar topics was deliberately grouped together within sections. It seems likely, therefore, that sections bearing related material would also have been grouped with one another in the collection as a whole.
However, even on the most favorable rearrangement of the sections, it is clear that the Suàn shù shū can never have been a systematic and ordered treatise. It is, even at the level of the individual section, a patchwork compilation of material from different sources rather than something cut from whole cloth by an individual with a didactic plan in mind.
Mathematical content of the Suàn shù shū
Mathematical language
The ways in which the Suàn shù shū expresses numbers and specifies mathematical processes are not markedly different from what we know of early Chinese mathematics through the received tradition. One striking feature of the collection is, however, its lack of standardization of mathematical vocabulary and syntax compared with later texts. To take one obvious example, the concluding phrase of a problem frequently takes the form of an instruction to perform an operation in which we find the number of times one number (the fǎ , a word I render in this context as "divisor") is contained in (literally "like" or "accommodated by," rú ) another. The following variants may easily be noted in the opening sections alone. I translate as literally as possible for the sake of clarity; the small roman letters after each section number designate subsections. , "Accommodating the divisor, complete one." Section 8 (e) (strip 25):
, "One as it accommodates the divisor," in a different statement of the rule already stated in Section 8 (b). Section 11 (strip 33):
, "Accommodating the divisor, obtain one cash." Section 12 (strip 35):
, "Accommodating the divisor, obtain one."
More illuminating, because more systematic, is the difference in the way that fractions are expressed in the various parts of the text. Sections that contain fractions, use one of two basic formats. Taking 1/4 as an example, we have (i) , "four parts, one" or , "four parts [of an] X, one," where X is a unit of measurement; (ii) , "one of four parts" or , "one of four parts [of an] X," where X is a unit of measurement.
There are 34 sections in which fractions consistently follow the first of these formats, but only nine (Section 7 (strip 20), Section 9 (strip 26), Section 21 (strip 55), Section 40 (strips 98-104), Section 41 (strips 105-108), Section 49 (strip 130), Section 57 (strip 146), Section 66 (strip 162), and Section 67 (strips 168-182)) follow the second pattern. In general, a section that uses one of these patterns uses it consistently. In the two instances where a single section contains examples of both, this happens in different subsections. While Section 33 (a) and (b) use the first form, the second appears only in (c), which seems to be a later note added to the end of a completed text. In Section 47, (a) (strip 119) uses the first form and (b) (strip 121) uses the second, while (c) has no fractions. However, there seems to a be good case for treating (b) as the start of a new section [Cullen, 2004, 76] .
One of the most interesting aspects of this difference of mathematical vocabulary takes us back to the names of Wáng and Yáng. It is striking that of the sections using the second form, none of them bears Wáng's name and three of them (Sections 21, 40, 41) bear Yáng's. If we turn to Section 47, which has both usages, we find that (b) with the second form bears Yáng's name, while (a) with the first form bears Wáng's. We cannot simply say that Yáng never uses the more common form, since his name appears twice in Section 1 (strips 1, 3), where the first form is used. But we can at least say that Yáng's sources included examples of both forms, whereas Wáng's did not. And we may note that Yáng prefers the second fractional form for his (incorrect) weaving problem in Section 21, while Wáng uses the first form for his (correct) weaving problem in Section 15. All this certainly strengthens the impression that the material in the collection comes from several different hands, even if a single scribe wrote out the material as we have it today.
Topics and techniques
In the listing below the mathematical techniques used in the Suàn shù shū are summarized in relation to the fourteen groupings of sections that I have proposed. It will be evident that in a few cases I have changed the published order of strips slightly.
Group 1: Elementary operation (Sections 1-8, strips 1-25)
Multiplying whole numbers and fractions; simplifying fractions; adding fractions.
Group 2: Sharing in proportion; progressions (Sections 9-17, strips 26-47) Division of a mixed number by a whole number; subtraction of a fraction from a mixed number, and of one fraction from another; sharing out a common pool of profit or liability in proportion to the amount contributed by a number of persons; the case of contributions in geometrical progression; finding the original amount that has been repeatedly diminished in a given proportion to produce a given result; value of a given amount of some commodity, given a unit price. Finding the amount to be allowed to obtain a given amount of product in a process involving a fixed proportion that is wasted; amount wasted out of a given initial amount.
Group 3: Wastage
Group 4: Sharing, contributions, and pricing (Sections 20-26, strips 52-67) Sharing; reaching a total amount through contributions at different rates; finding the cost of some quantity of a commodity from the price of a given amount; finding interest payable on a loan for a given time on the basis of a given monthly rate. Correcting tax payable when there has been an error in the tax rate; change in the amount of product when the amount of raw material changes; change in amount of tax when there is a change in the taxable amount.
Group 5: Changes in rates
Group 6: Rating by unit Calculation of price of a unit amount from price of a given amount; finding amounts of ingredients in a mixture of a given total amount. Allowance for the amount wasted in drying a commodity; exchange of one commodity for another.
Group 7: Wastage and equivalents
Group 8: Allowing for mistakes (Sections 38-39, strips 93-97)
Dealing with use of an incorrect tax rate by changing the nominal area of the field to be taxed.
Group 9: Converting grains (Sections 40-47, strips 98-125)
The use of standard ratios to calculate the amount of one type of grain equivalent to another type, or the amount of product when grain is processed; problems of sharing and mixing involving grains.
Group 10: Rationalizing and checking tasks (Sections 48-51, strips 126-132)
Calculation of a rate of unit production from the rate at which parts of the production task are completed; finding expected amount of processed silk produced from raw silk; checking the time taken for a journey given initial and final sexagenary day numbers.
Group 11: Rule of false position Use of the Rule of False Position to solve problems of sharing and mixtures, and the extraction of an approximate square root. Calculation of the volume of various three-dimensional shapes.
Group 12: Shapes and volumes
Group 13: Circle and square (Sections 62-64, strips 153-158) Relative dimensions of a square and its inscribed circle. Calculation of the unknown side of a rectangle, given its area and one side; divisions involving the sum of several different unit fractions; multiplication of mixed numbers; interconversion of area units.
Group 14: Sides and areas with mixed numbers
Such a listing can of course give only a rough idea of the contents of the Suàn shù shū. Let us now look at a few translated samples in order to illustrate the way in which the mathematics found in this collection actually works. Fuller discussions of all these examples will be found in my published translation [Cullen, 2004] .
First, here is an example from Group 1 that illustrates the most elementary type of material to be found in the text-a simple listing of mathematical facts:
Strip 1 (has name "Yáng" at bottom), Strip 2 (has long blank gap between end of text and end of strip)
(1) Multiplying together (a) a cùn multiplying a cùn is a cùn; multiplying a chí , [it] is one tenth of a chí; multiplying ten chí, [it] is one chí; multiplying a hundred chí, [it] is ten chí; multiplying a thousand chí, [it] is a hundred chí; (b) a half cùn multiplying a chí is one twentieth of a chí; one third of a cùn multiplying one chí is one thirtieth of a chí; one eighth of a cùn multiplying one chí is one eightieth of a chí.
The labeling convention that I use here encodes the fact that the material translated runs continuously from strip number 1 to strip number 2. The name Yáng appears below the lower node of the first strip, and there is a long gap after the end of the material on strip 2, suggesting that what we have here is a complete unit of text. The title translated here as "Multiplying together" is written above the upper node of strip 1. Like the section numbers, the lower case letters identifying subsections are my own, and are not paralleled in the original text. The cùn and chí are units of length corresponding roughly to the inch and foot of British measures, respectively, although there are 10 cùn to 1 chí. However, from the material above it is clear that the same names are also given to the area measures that would be described in English as a "square cùn" or a "square chí."
From Group 2, we may choose the following problem: This is one of two "weaving rates" problems in this collection. This one is linked with the name of Wáng by the characters Wáng yǐ chòu , "checked by Wáng," below the lower node of the third strip, while Section 21 has a similar problem which mentions the name Yáng in the same phrasing used here. The solution starts from the notion that the production of successive days can be said (in modern terms) to be in the ratio 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 : 32. The present text contains no name for such a sequence of proportions, but the term used in the third section of the Nine Chapters (titled Cuī fēn , "Differential allocation") is liè cuī , "separate differentials" [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 288-289; Shen, 1999, 162-163] . The total of 5 chí is thus divided into (2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32) = 62 parts, and these are allocated to days in accordance with the ratios listed. It is not clear why the ratios start from 2 rather than 1, nor why the fractions in the result are not reduced to their lowest terms.
The similar problem associated with the name Yáng is as follows:
Strips 54, 55, 56 (five character gap after end of text; "checked by Yáng" at bottom) (21) Women weaving There are 3 women; the eldest one weaves 50 chí in 1 day; the middle one weaves 50 chí in 2 days; the youngest one weaves 50 chí in 3 days. Now their weaving produces 50 chí. Question: how many chí does each deliver? The result: The eldest delivers 25 chí; the middle one delivers 16 chí and 12/18 chí; the youngest delivers 8 chí and 6/18 chí. Method: set out 1; set out 2; set out 3; then let each [contribute] as many to make the divisor. Then 10-and 5-fold them to make the dividends; one chí results from [each time the dividends] accommodate the divisor; for what does not fill a chí, designate the parts according to the divisor. 3 is the dividend for the eldest one; 2 is [the dividend] for the middle one; 1 is [the dividend] for the youngest one.
It seems possible that Yáng may have set out to construct a distinctive weaving problem of his own involving a series of numbers based on rates of work, leading to a division of a total length of cloth, 50 chí in both cases. There is, however, a flaw in the reasoning which has led to the wrong answer. The Nine Chapters [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 542-543; Shen, 1999, 343-345] has a problem involving the same basic principle of several sources contributing to a known total at different rates, in which a pool is filled by five separate streams, and in each case we are told how many days each would take to fill the pool on its own. The correct step is then to take the reciprocals of these rates to find how many times each day the pool would be filled by each stream alone. These are then amalgamated and divided into one day to find how long all the streams together take to fill the pool. Clearly Yáng's calculation would have worked in the same way if he had taken the number of times each woman wove 50 chí in one day as his basic rates, rather than the days each took to produce 50 chí. Thus, for all the women weaving together to produce 50 chí would take 1 day/(1 + 1/2 + 1/3) = 6/11 day.
From this it follows easily that the actual productions of each of the three women during this time will be 50 × 6/11 chí = 27 3/11 chí, 50/2 × 6/11 chí = 13 7/11 chí, and 50/3 × 6/11 chí = 9 1/11 chí.
It seems that the author's check of his answer must have been limited to seeing whether the total was 50 chí-which it certainly is. He cannot have asked himself whether the ratios (or perhaps we should say liè cuī, "separate differentials") of the contributions made sense, since otherwise he would have been warned by the fact that the production of the middle woman is not half of the production of the eldest, as it should have been.
Most of the problems in Groups 2 to 8 involve nothing more complicated than the elementary arithmetic used here. The following example from Group 5 is interesting not so much because of the mathematics used but because of the context in which the calculation is set: The strips referred to here are of course the type of writing material on which the text we are studying was written, although the length of 3 chí does not correspond to one of the standard lengths for official documents [Tsien, 2004, 115-118] . The heading of this section contains the first occurrence so far in this text of the term chéng , familiar from Qín administrative documents with the sense of "regulation," "standard," or (as suggested here) "norm" as a standard for productivity [Hulsewé, 1985, 61 ]. Thus we find three items in the Shuìhǔdì regulations labeled gōng rén chéng , "chéng for workmen," detailing standards for production by workers [Shuìhǔdì, 2001, 45-46 ]. An editors' note to Shuìhǔdì strip 108 interprets chéng in this context as the amount of work done per day. This word is found 20 times in the present text, usually in circumstances suggesting that the writer is quoting some official standard. It is therefore fitting that the first instance of its use should refer to the production of the standard office stationery of the early imperial bureaucrat.
In mathematical terms, this problem simply looks at the consequences of changing the circumference of the bamboo to be used. The width of strips and the length of bamboo required do not enter into the calculation. Unusually, the "method" section gives only a brief gesture toward the calculation that is to be made, which is of course 9 × 183/8 = 1647/8 = 205 7/8. Group 9 is mainly concerned with the subject of the exchange of quantities of different types of grain. Naturally we find some straightforward listings of equivalent values, as in Strip 98 ("Yáng" at end), Strips 99, 100 (long gap after end of text) (40) Bài and huǐ (a) Hulled grain, a diminished half shēng , makes bài [hulled grain], 3/10 shēng; 9-fold it and take 1 for 10. Hulled grain, a diminished half shēng, makes huǐ hulled grain 4/15 shēng. 8-fold it and take 1 for 10. Hulled grain, a diminished half shēng, makes wheat, half a shēng. 3-fold it and take 1 for 2.
(b) Wheat, a diminished half shēng, makes unhulled grain, 10/27 shēng. 9-fold the denominator and 10-fold the numerator, [that is,] 10-fold it and take 1 for 9.
Wheat, a diminished half shēng, makes hulled grain, 2/9 shēng. 3-fold the denominator and double the numerator, [that is,] 2-fold it and take 1 for 3. The "hulled [= decorticated] grain" mǐ referred to here is almost certainly millet, which was a common food grain in ancient northern China. The volume measure shēng in ancient China was about 1/5 litre, which is about the amount of grain one needs to cook a meal for two persons. The expression "diminished half," shǎo bàn , simply means one-third; elsewhere in the text we also find "augmented half," dà bàn , meaning two thirds. So the first sentence of the passage given here is simply saying that 1/3 shēng of hulled millet is the same value as 3/10 shēng of bài grain, which is a slightly more highly milled form of millet. And clearly 1/3 × 9/10 = 3/10, as stated here. The form described as huǐ takes the milling a step further. Once again, the material presented here does not seem homogeneous.
Much of Group 9 is taken up with lists of conversion ratios of the type sampled here. One problem in this group runs as follows:
Strips 117, 118 (nine character gap after end of text) (46) Hulled and unhulled grain combined
There is 1 shí of hulled grain and 1 shí of unhulled grain. They are combined. Question: [the owners of] hulled and unhulled should each take how much? Reply: the owner of the hulled grain takes 1 shí 2 dǒu 8/16 dǒu; the owner of the unhulled grain takes 7 dǒu 8/16 dǒu. Method; Set out hulled grain 10 dǒu and 6 dǒu, and combine to make the divisor; separately multiply what has been set out by 2 shí so that each makes a dividend by itself. The 6 dǒu is the number of the unhulled grain in hulled [terms] .
Measures of grain volume are related as follows:
1 shí = 10 dǒu , and 1 dǒu = 10 shēng (about 2 litre).
Elsewhere we are told that unhulled grain produces 3/5 the volume of hulled grain, so that 1 shí or 10 dǒu of unhulled grain produces 6 dǒu of hulled grain (as indeed the last sentence notes). Clearly then, the whole 2 shí of mixed grain is worth 16 shí of hulled grain, to which the contributors are entitled to shares in the proportions of 10 to 6. The 2 shí is thus divided by 16 and multiplied separately by 10 and 6 to get the shares required.
Group 10 is mainly concerned with problems involving the management of work, of which the following is a typical example:
Strip 131 (10 character gap after end of text) (50) Feathering arrows
The norm: 1 man in 1 day makes 30 arrows; he feathers 20 arrows. Now it is desired to instruct the same man to make arrows and feather them. In one day, how many does he make? Reply: he makes 12. Method: Combine the arrows and feathering to make the divisor; take the arrows and the feathering multiplied together to make the dividend.
The calculation specified is (30 × 20)/(30 + 20) = 12. It is interesting to think how this result could have been arrived at without using modern algebra. I suggest that the multiplication 30 × 20 indicates that we begin by imagining the man being told to make 30 × 20 feathered arrows. How long will he take to do this? Clearly, since he can make 30 arrows a day he will take 20 days to make the arrows, and since he can feather 20 arrows a day he will take 30 days to feather these arrows. Hence the daily rate of production of the finished product will indeed be (30 × 20)/(30 + 20) as specified.
In Group 11 we find four problems all using the method of Yíng bù zú , "excess and deficit," which is equivalent to the method known much later in the West as the "Rule of False Position." The last of these is particularly interesting, since the method is there applied to a problem which involves nonlinear functions of the unknown: There is a field of one mǔ: how many bù is it square? Reply: it is square 15 bù and 15/31 bù. Method: If it is square 15 bù it is in deficit by 15 bù; if it is square 16 bù there is a remainder of 16 bù. Reply: combine the excess and the deficit to make the divisor. Let the numerator of the deficit multiply the denominator of the excess, and the numerator of the excess multiply the denominator of the deficit; combine to make the dividend. Reverse this like the method for revealing the width.
The mǔ (approximately 460 m 2 or 0.11 English acres) is a measure of land area, while the "double pace" bù (approximately 1.4 m) is commonly used for the linear measurements of fields, etc. It is clear that in some contexts the "bù" referred to is a square bù as was the case with the cùn and the chí; there are 240 square bù in a mǔ. It is intriguing to find the "false position" method used here to find a good approximation to a square root, thereby perhaps suggesting the possibility that at the time of writing the algorithm for finding square roots had not yet been discovered. The algorithm for square roots is given explicitly in the fourth section of the Nine Chapters [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 362-367; Shen, 1999, 204] Of course the "false position" method only works exactly in linear problems, but in fact
which is quite close to the 240 we are aiming for. Group 12 consists of six problems on the volumes of a number of three-dimensional forms. These include an excavation in the form of a wedge, a wall in the form of a triangular prism, a rectangular hopper in the form of an inverted frustum of a hipped roof, a pile of grain in conical form, an earthwork in the form of a frustum of a cone, and a piece of timber or a pit in the form of a cylinder. All the methods stated are accurate, apart from the use of the usual approximation π = 3. For all but one of the sections in this group, the language used is consistent enough to suggest that the problems come from a common source. In the case of the cone, however, we have two different sections dealing with the same material, the second of which differs in language from the remainder of the group: The length unit zhāng met here for the first time is equivalent to 10 chí. In section 58 we are also told how to calculate the amount of grain in a given volume. But the real interest of that section is that the thinking behind the algorithm used in the Suàn shù shū is revealed in the reference to the "greater volume." This quantity is the volume of a cuboid of the same height as the cone, but with a side equal in length to the circumference. As Liú Huī, the third century A.D. commentator on the Nine Chapters, points out [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 429; Shen, 1999, 267] , the factor of 1/36 follows from the fact that the volume of a pyramid on that square base would be 1/3 of the volume of the cuboid, and the area of the circular base of the cone is taken as 1/12 of the area of the base of the cuboid. Clearly all this was known at least five centuries earlier. It is noteworthy too that in its method for finding the volume of the rectangular hopper (Section 57), the Suàn shù shū problem clearly bases itself on the system of dissecting complex forms into elementary units such as cubes, wedges and pyramids which also underpins the methodology of the Nine Chapters in such cases [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 391-405; Shen, 1999, 251-306] . Interestingly the way the algorithm is presented suggests strongly that the writer of the Suàn shù shū "hopper" problem was thinking of a different dissection from that used in the Nine Chapters [Cullen, 2004, 93-99] .
After a pair of problems dealing with the cutting of a square timber from a round log and vice versa, the last substantial part of the text as edited today is Group 14, which is mainly concerned with problems involving the fields where the area is given as 1 mǔ and one side is given whose length has a fractional part. The problem is then to find the other side. The core of this group is a sequence of 15 strips in which we begin with a side of length 1 + 1/2 bù, then consider in turn sides of 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 bù, 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 bù, and so on up to a series ending in 1/10. It would be an anachronism to treat this material as showing an interest in summing harmonic series. From the way the problems are posed and solved is it clear that the point is to find a fraction by which one can multiply a group of fractions with different denominators to produce a whole number for convenience of calculation. We may illustrate this by the last problem in the series: Strips 179, 180, 181 (fragmentary) If in the lowest [place] there is 1/10; take 1 as 2520; a half as 1260; 1/3 as 840; 1/4 as 630; 1/5 as 504; 1/6 as 420; 1/7 as 360; 1/8 as 315; 1/9 as 280; 1/10 as 252; joining them: 7381 to be the divisor; one obtains a length of 81 bù and 6939/7381 bù; multiply it to form a field of 1 mǔ. Now there are 240 square bù in a mǔ. So if the known side is of length 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/6 + 1/7 + 1/8 + 1/9 + 1/10 (which is evidently what is meant by saying there is 1/10 "in the lowest place") we face the division 240/(1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/6 + 1/7 + 1/8 + 1/9 + 1/10).
As the text indicates, multiplying the divisor by 2520 and summing produces a total of 7381. Clearly we will also proceed to "take 1 as 2520" in the case of the dividend, which becomes 240 × 2520 = 604,800. Finally we calculate 604,800/7381 = 81 and 6939/7381 as stated.
Before concluding this outline of the mathematical content of the Suàn shù shū, it is worth making a final point. While the text tells us some very elementary mathematical facts (such as, for example, that 1 times 10 is 10, 10 times a myriad is 10 myriad, and so on [Cullen, 2004, 37] ), it never actually tells us how to carry out the four basic operations of arithmetic-addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Nor is there any direct reference to a physical means for carrying out calculations. We can be sure that the reader was not supposed to be able to do sums in his head, since in Hàn times the ability to carry out mental calculations, xīn jì , was considered a striking enough feat to qualify one for special government employment-this is what happened in the case of the 13-year-old Sāng Hóngyáng (c. 140-80 B.C.), who was later to play a decisive and controversial role in the shaping of the imperial economy [Hàn shū , 24b, 1164; Twitchett and Loewe, 1986, 163 and 602-607] . All historians do, however, agree that in the early imperial age and for many centuries afterward computations would have been carried out using small wooden, metal, or ivory counting-rods (variously named chóu , cè , suàn , etc.) arranged on a horizontal surface to represent decimal digits, and manipulated according to rules to represent the new numbers generated as calculation proceeds. Descriptions of the way this was done are available from the first few centuries of the Christian era [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 15-20; Lam and Ang, 1992, 20-73] , but the details need not concern us here.
The origins of the Suàn shù shū
The essential features of the form and content of the Suàn shù shū have now been outlined. In addition, as we have seen, the known date of closure of the tomb in the early second century B.C. gives us a firm chronological context for this document. But the task of the historian of mathematics is not ended when a text has been translated, and a date assigned to it. As Eleanor Robson has pointed out in the case of the famous Babylonian tablet Plimpton 322 it is not the case that "[like] the scenarios of detective fiction, pieces of mathematics are self-contained worlds, whose mysteries can be solved by close analysis of nothing but themselves." Rather "[mathematics] is, and always has been, written by real people within particular mathematical cultures which are themselves the products of the society in which those writers of mathematics live" [Robson, 2001, 168] . In a discussion of ancient Egyptian mathematics, Annette Imhausen has concluded "Traditional approaches to Egyptian mathematics have provided only a superficial account of mathematical practices, and almost no information about the role of mathematics within Egyptian culture" [Imhausen, 2003, 367] . To understand the Suàn shù shū at more than a superficial level, we need to situate it within the mathematical culture of early imperial China. As I hope to show, the attempt to fit the Suàn shù shū into what we already know about that culture poses problems that cannot be solved unless we widen our perspective to include the whole question of how technical knowledge was transmitted at the time this collection was entombed.
I shall begin by reviewing the parts of the "received tradition" of Chinese mathematical writing relevant to the age which concerns us here. Then I shall go on to say a little about the few people known to us who were renowned for mathematical skills in the early imperial age. That will lead us back to the received textual tradition, and at that point we shall be in a position to evaluate the earliest attempt to write a history of that tradition, which dates from the third century A.D. I shall then turn back to the Suàn shù shū and ask how its existence changes our view of that tradition, and how the Suàn shù shū can be understood in a wider cultural and historical context. It would be useful at this point to be able to refer the reader to a wider synthetic discussion of the role and content of mathematical activity in early imperial China, but unfortunately no one has yet attempted successfully to write generally on this topic in English. It would be an invidious task to list books that might have been expected to succeed in this aim, but do not. Commonly read texts such as [Martzloff, 1997; Needham and Wang, 1959] fall into this category. There is, however, a succinct and helpful introduction to ancient Chinese mathematics in French, translated from the writing of one of the 20th century's greatest historians of the exact sciences in East Asia [Yabuuti, 2000, 1-41] .
The received tradition of ancient Chinese mathematics
According to traditional thinking on such matters, the oldest Chinese mathematical works known to us through a continuous literary transmission are the "The gnomon of Zhōu," Zhōu bì (in which "Zhōu" is probably a reference to the capital of the Western Zhōu dynasty) and the "Nine Chapters," Jiǔ zhāng suàn shù . There is a full translation of the Zhōu bì into English [Cullen, 1996] , and translations of the Nine Chapters have been produced in English [Shen, 1999] and French [Chemla and Guō, 2004] . Both these books are anonymous, and we have no direct accounts of the circumstances of their composition. Neither of them is mentioned in any source from before the Christian era, and even after that we have only hints of their history before the third century A.D., when their first known commentators worked, a little after the end of the Eastern Hàn dynasty (A.D. 25-220). The texts we have today seem to be largely identical to those seen by their first commentators.
The Zhōu bì and the Nine Chapters are, however, very different in form and content. The Zhōu bì is, I have argued [Cullen, 1996, 138-156] , a collection of texts by different hands, written with a variety of purposes in mind, and at dates which may extend from as early as the second century B.C. to the early first century A.D. Although the Zhōu bì has been listed as the earliest of the "Ten Mathematical Classics" since the seventh century A.D., the primary aim of those whose writing is included in the book does not appear to have been to expound mathematical methods systematically, but rather to apply available methods to calendrical calculation and to working out the dimensions of the cosmos. The mathematical content of the Zhōu bì may be described quite briefly. In general it is simply assumed that the reader can add, subtract, multiply, divide, square, and extract square roots using fairly large numbers with mixed units and fractional parts. Two geometrical principles are used as the basis for calculating cosmic dimensions. The first of these is equivalent to the modern notion of similar right triangles, based on sightings on distant objects using a vertical gnomon. The second is equivalent to the Pythagorean relation between the lengths of the side of a right triangle. There is also a certain amount of what may be called "metamathematical discourse," most of it in a dialogue between a (possibly fictional) master and pupil who discuss the difficulties of mathematical study, and the ways in which methods of problem solution may be studied and developed [Cullen, 1996, 175-178 ; see also below].
There is little point in attempting a detailed comparison between texts as different as the Zhōu bì and the Suàn shù shū. In the case of the Nine Chapters, however, there is a clear family resemblance that demands further analysis. Like the Suàn shù shū, the Nine Chapters consists largely of problems, for each of which a solution is provided together with an explanation of the method to be used. However, unlike the looseness and variety we found in the Suàn shù shū, the format of the Nine Chapters is highly regular, though not rigid. Every chapter consists mainly of a series of problems, and each problem is introduced by "Now we have . . . ," jīn yǒu (or yòu yǒu , "Further we have" if more than one problem is enunciated). The result is always given as dā yuē . "The answer says," and the method (sometimes given at the end of a group of similar problems) is always introduced by shù yuē , "The method says" (sometimes with a preceding descriptive phrase specifying what the method is for, especially when several problems are followed by one overall method statement).
As its name implies, the Nine Chapters is divided into nine sections, each of which deals with a broadly related family of problems. The problems treated range from the handling of elementary fractions up to more advanced procedures involving quantities such as the surface area and volumes of various geometrical figures, the method named in English "The Rule of False Position," the solution of problems involving (in modern terms) simultaneous linear equations in several unknowns, and finally applications of the Pythagorean relation to geometrical problems. A summary listing of the contents of the Nine Chapters will be useful here:
Chapter 1: Fāng tián , "Rectangular fields" Areas of fields of various shapes; manipulation of fractions.
Chapter 2: Sù mǐ
, "Millet and rice" Exchange of commodities at different rates; pricing.
Chapter 3: Cuī fēn
, "Differential distribution" Distribution of commodities and money at proportional rates.
Chapter 4: Shǎo guǎng
, "The lesser breadth" Division by mixed numbers; extraction of square and cube roots; dimensions, area and volume of circle and sphere.
Chapter 5: Shāng gōng
, "Consultations on works" Volumes of solids of various shapes.
Chapter 6: Jūn shū
, "Equitable transport" More advanced problems on proportion.
Chapter 7: Yíng bù zú
, "Excess and deficit" Linear problems solved using the principle known later in the West as the "Rule of False Position."
Chapter 8: Fāng chēng
, "The rectangular array" Linear problems with several unknowns, solved by a principle similar to Gaussian elimination.
Chapter 9: Gōu gǔ
, "Base and altitude" Problems involving the principle known in the West as the "Pythagoras theorem."
It is striking how often one can find quite close parallels between problems in the Suàn shù shū and in the Nine Chapters. Here for instance is a problem from the Nine Chapters that is clearly very close to the first of the two "weaving" problems quoted above; the example cited comes from the "Differential allocation," Cuī fēn section [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 288-289; Shen, 1999, 162-163] . Now there is a girl good at weaving who doubles her [production] every day; in 5 days she weaves five chí. Question: in [each] day how much does she weave? Answer:
On the first day she weaves 1 cùn 19/31 cùn; on the next day she weaves 3 cùn 7/31 cùn; On the next day she weaves 6 cùn 14/31 cùn; on the next day she weaves 1 chí 2 cùn 28/31 cùn; On the next day she weaves 2 chí 5 cùn 25/31 cùn.
Method:
Set out 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 as separate differentials; adjointly combine them to make the divisor; multiply the uncombined [differentials] by 5 chí, each to make its own dividend; obtain 1 chí for [each time] the dividend accommodates the divisor.
Note that unlike the example cited earlier, the Nine Chapters begins its doubling with 1 rather than 2; also the fractions are reduced to their simplest terms. Other similar examples of parallels could easily be cited [Cullen, 2004, passim] . However, although the content of the Suàn shù shū is often quite closely related to that of the Nine Chapters, the two texts are by no means identical in coverage. Taking the Nine Chapters in order, we may identify material present there but not represented in the Suàn shù shū as follows:
Fāng tián
, "Rectangular fields" Mean value of a group of fractions; areas of plane figures other than rectangles and circles (such as triangles); areas of spherical caps.
Sù mǐ
, "Millet and rice" Problems of finding combinations of prices of goods purchased in one lot.
Cuī fēn
, "Differential distribution" No major omissions.
Shǎo guǎng
, "The lesser breadth" Algorithm for extraction of square roots; algorithm for extraction of cube roots; volume of sphere.
Shāng gōng
, "Consultations on works" Volumes of yángmǎ and biēnáo (special forms required for volume dissection techniques); volume of square pyramid (although the more complex chútōng , a frustum of a rectangular pyramid, is treated, as is the circular cone).
Jūn shū
, "Equitable transport" The conspicuous omission here is the basic concept of Jūn shū "equitable transport" itself, that is, the administrative technique of apportioning tax liability by taking account of population and the distance over which the delivery of tax has to be made. Large-scale arrangements of this kind probably date back no further than about 115 B.C. under Hàn Wǔdì [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 475-478; Twitchett and Loewe, 1986, 602-607] , although another document from the Zhāngjiāshān tomb may possibly bear the words jūn shū on one rather obscure strip [Zhāngjiāshān, 2001, 256] . Apart from the extensions of the jūn shū principle to the fair sharing of labor tasks, other omissions include problems of pursuit and mutual approach, for instance by travelers at different speeds.
Yíng bù zú
, "Excess and deficit" No major omissions.
Fāng chēng
, "The rectangular array" Absent.
Gōu gǔ
, "Base and altitude" Absent.
The fact that only two books apart from the Suàn shù shū have been mentioned here does not mean that they are the only other signs of mathematical activity in China in the early centuries of the empire. For instance such obvious sources as the first two standard Chinese histories, the Shǐ jì , "Records of the Historian" by Sīmǎ Qiān (completed c. 90 B.C.) and the Hàn shū , "History of the [Western] Hàn Dynasty" by Bān Gù (largely complete by his death in A.D. 92) both contain substantial discussions of such topics as astro-calendrical calculation and the mathematics of the standard sets of musical pitch-pipes. Sources of this kind are, however, concerned with applications of fairly elementary arithmetic rather than with discussing methods of calculation and problem-solving in their own right. The same may be said of the excavated fragments of Western Hàn administrative records on wooden strips showing the results of calculation. A selection of these is transcribed and discussed by Lǐ Dí [1997, 98-103] , who makes use of earlier work by Guō Shìróng . They show us examples in which the scribe must have performed addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division using whole numbers and some mixed numbers, with one example of the calculation of the area of a rectangular field. However, English-speaking readers may also refer to the material in Michael Loewe's study of excavated strips recovered from the sites of Western Hàn frontier posts, which give many details of the kind of accounting required by the daily work of scribes in the military administration [Loewe, 1967] . The two examples given here are in both studies. In the first we have a record of grain issued to soldiers' families (I modify Loewe's translations to be consistent with the practices adopted in this article, and follow the Chinese text given by Lǐ Dí):
Fù Fèng, private, "Grasping the Barbarians" beacon post: wife Jūnyȋ, adult, aged 28, grain consumed 2 shí 1 dǒu 6 and 2/3 shēng; daughter Shȋ, child age 7, grain consumed 1 shí 6 dǒu 6 and 2/3 shēng; daughter Jì, infant age 3 grain consumed 1 shí 1 dǒu 6 and 2/3 shēng. Total of grain consumed 5 shí. [Loewe, 1967, 86-87] Here the scribe had to do nothing more difficult than simple addition. In the next example division is required to produce the result 510 bundles/17 men = 30 bundles/man. The significance of the final figure of 5520 is unclear.
Eleventh month, sexagenary day 54, 24 men. Of these, 1 man acted as supervisor, 3 prepared meals, 1 was sick, 2 men piled reeds: 7 men released as above. 17 men were detailed for working tasks, cutting 510 [bundles of] reeds. The rate lǜ was 30 for a man. This gave 5520. [Loewe, 1967, 134-135] Such records are practical notes of official data and their processing, with no discussion of method, but they certainly indicate how much accounting work went on at the lowest levels of the Hàn state machine. It is not surprising to find that in three examples of what appear to be proficiency certificates issued to military officers, it is said of all three néng shū kuài jì , "he is able to write and keep accounts" [Loewe, 1967, 178-179] . So far I know of only one example of a bamboo strip from a government site of Hàn date that shows signs of going beyond the mere recording of accounts to indicate how particular problems are to be tackled. The fragment in question is one of many unearthed from Jūyán on the northwest frontier, and may date from some time between 100 B.C. and A.D. 100; it is broken at top and bottom:
. . . 5 dǒu 2 shēng 26/27 shēng. Method: combine the upper and lower. . . . [Xiè, 1987, 206, strip 126.5; Loewe, 1961, 70] This material clearly raises the tantalizing possibility that at least one Hàn frontier official had by him a collection of materials that might have had much in common with the Suàn shù shū.
Mathematicians of the early Chinese empire and their texts
Clearly numeracy as well as literacy was a basic requirement for ancient Chinese officials. The problems in the Suàn shù shū would have been comprehensible to many of them, even if they did not often meet them in daily work or could not have tackled them unaided. But so far as named individuals famous for their outstanding mathematical skills are concerned, the historical record of the early empire is quite sparse. One major figure, Zhāng Cāng (c. 250-152 B.C.), began his career under the Qín. Of him we are told:
He was perspicuous in his studies of the empire's charts, writings, accounts and records. Cāng also excelled in the use of calculating rods, and in mathematical harmonics and the calendar. [Shǐ jì, 96, 2676] With the change of dynasties, Zhāng Cāng went on to become a high official under the Hàn, with overall responsibility for aspects of government activities involving calculation. One of his successors was the economic reformer Sāng Hóngyáng, already mentioned above for his skills in mental calculation. For another high Western Hàn official, Gěng Shòuchāng (fl. c. 57-52 B.C.), we have good evidence of his skill in mathematical questions relating to civil engineering and administration:
He excelled in calculation, and was able to evaluate the benefits of works . . . [It was said of him] "He is practiced in the evaluation of works, and in matters of the allocation of money." [Hàn shū, 24a, 1141] The phrase shāng gōng , "evaluation of works," appears later as one of the headings of the Nine Chapters. In his time Gěng seemed to have enjoyed a role as a mathematical expert only a few degrees below the eminence accorded to Zhāng Cāng in the previous century. Shortly after the words quoted here, Gěng is credited with the innovation of the institution of cháng píng cāng , "Ever normal granaries," to even out variations in the price of grain by state purchase and resale. Gěng Shòuchāng was also an observational astronomer: his work on the motions of the moon is discussed by Jiǎ Kuí in A.D. 92 [Hòu Hàn shū, zhi 2, 3029]. The Hàn shū bibliography, based on a listing of the holdings of the imperial library as they were c. 10 B.C., records the presence in the library of 32 juàn, "rolls," of charts and 2 juàn, of numerical data by him on this topic [Hàn shū, 30, 1766] .
Another official said to have been skilled in reckoning generally, as well as in "evaluation of works" was Xǔ Shāng (fl. c. 30 B.C.) [Hàn shū, 29, 1688 [Hàn shū, 29, -1689 . The Hàn shū bibliography records a book (long lost) under his name:
Xǔ Shāng's mathematical methods, 36 juàn. [Hàn shū, 30, 1766] Another similarly titled book from the same source, also lost, is Dù Zhōng's mathematical methods, 16 juàn. [Hàn shū, 30, 1766] Of Dù Zhōng nothing whatever is known apart from this entry.
We cannot be sure that these books contained anything similar to the mathematical methods found in the Nine Chapters and the Suàn shù shū. Both of the books just cited, like the works of Gěng Shòuchāng mentioned earlier, are found in the section of the bibliography labeled lì pǔ , "[astronomical] systems and listings." The titles of other books in that section suggest that they are concerned with mathematical astronomy, an impression which is in line with the editorial note that follows the section. Indeed it is striking that nowhere in the whole Hàn shū bibliography is there any group of books described by the editors as being specifically related to practical arithmetical calculations of the kind that currently concern us. The genre of which the Nine Chapters was the first example in the received tradition appears not to have been recognized as a distinct form of writing at the time the original imperial bibliography was compiled.
The earliest firm evidence of a scholar having studied any mathematical book known today is found in a biographical note on Mǎ Xù , [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 59] . Zhào Shuǎng , writing in his commentary on the Zhōu bì in the third century, says of a particular mathematical principle shù zài jiǔ zhāng , "The method is in the Nine Chapters" [Guō and Liú, 2001, 36] . But none of these records takes us back before around A.D. 100, when Mǎ Xù "excelled" in its study.
Even if we allow a whole century after its presumed compilation for the Nine Chapters to become widely enough known for such a claim to be meaningful, we would still be no further back than the beginning of the first century A.D., nearly two centuries later than the entombment of the Suàn shù shū. We may recall there is no mention of the Nine Chapters in the Hàn shū bibliography, which reflects the state of the imperial collection around 10 B.C. There are thus no positive grounds for believing that the Nine Chapters was in existence before the beginning of the Eastern Hàn. This conservative view is strengthened by the fact that the Suàn shù shū proves that some material of the kind later included in the Nine Chapters was known about three centuries before the Nine Chapters appears in the historical record. It is therefore clear that mathematical writing of a very different kind from the Nine Chapters did exist in the Western Hàn, and was quite capable of conveying all the mathematical skills needed by early imperial administrators.
We shall now turn, however, to the work of an ancient writer whose views run quite counter to the cautious position on the origin of the Nine Chapters set out here.
Liú Huī and the history of the Nine Chapters
At some time around A.D. 263, Liú Huī wrote a lengthy and detailed commentary on the Nine Chapters that accompanies all extant editions of the main text [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 57 ]. Liú's commentary is a major contribution to the development of Chinese mathematics, and he is undoubtedly the earliest identifiable Chinese mathematician of distinction from whom we have a substantial extant body of writing. In his preface to the Nine Chapters, he gives his views on the history of mathematics before his own day, and one obviously turns to his account with considerable interest, in the hope that it will tell us something about the milieu in which both the Suàn shù shū and the Nine Chapters originated.
Liú Huī begins his preface by claiming that the arts of reckoning go back to the time of the legendary sage Bāo Xī (more commonly known as Fú Xī ), who first drew the eight trigrams of the "Book of Change," Yì jīng , and made the jiǔ jiǔ , "Nine nines"-the multiplication table. But after a few more such gestures at remote antiquity, he tells us disarmingly enough-and quite convincingly-qí xiáng wèi zhī wén yě , "As for the details of this, I have never heard them." Then we move into more historical territory:
Now when the Duke of Zhōu laid down the Rituals the Nine Reckonings came into existence. It is the Nine Chapters that are the descendant of the tradition of the Nine Reckonings.
[But] when long ago the violent Qín [dynasty] burned the books, canonical methods were scattered and ruined. After that time, Zhāng Cāng the Běipíng Marquis, and the Grand Supervisor of Agriculture Gěng Shòuchāng, [men of the] Hàn, both won fame in their age through excellence in reckoning.
[Zhāng] Cāng and others took the remaining fragments of the old texts, and each was equal to [the task of ] making deletions and additions. So if one compares the headings, there are certain differences from the ancient [version] , and the discussions contain many modern expressions. (My translation; cf. [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 126-129; Shen, 1999, 52-53] .)
The "burning of the books" referred to here was ordered in 213 B.C. [Twitchett and Loewe, 1986, 69-72] (b) The Nine Chapters came into existence on the basis of the "Nine Reckonings" tradition (how close this was to the time of the Duke of Zhōu he does not indicate), but the transmission of the text was interrupted by the destruction of books under the Qín, and Western Hàn scholars (including Zhāng Cāng and Gěng Shòuchāng) had therefore been obliged to piece the book together again from surviving fragments.
Despite the fact that it runs counter to the impression given by all the other evidence that the origins of the Nine Chapters are relatively late, Liú Huī's account is broadly accepted by several modern historians of Chinese mathematics [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 54-56] . However, other opinions on this subject are also widely held [Lǐ, 1982] , and I suggest that as well as being dubious in itself, Liú's view is cast into further doubt by the discovery of the Suàn shù shū. My reasons for this may be stated briefly here, with detailed argument being reserved for a separate publication:
(i) The gap of time: Liú Huī is writing around A.D. 263, three and four centuries respectively after the times of Gěng Shòuchāng and Zhāng Cāng. That is comparable to a reader in the year 2000 contemplating the activities of persons in 1700 and 1600. Between Liú Huī and the events he is describing lie the major losses of documents in the destruction with which both the Western and Eastern Hàn ended. If he had named as the reconstituters of the Nine Chapters a person or persons unknown to the historical sources we have today, we might have been forced to conclude provisionally that Liú Huī had access to sources now lost to us. But the fact that he names the only two Western Hàn figures said in extant records to have enjoyed real eminence as mathematicians suggests his information may have been no better than ours, and he is simply looking for likely candidates to fit into a story based on conjecture. Other extant sources on the mathematical activity of Zhāng Cāng and Gěng Shòuchāng say nothing about the Nine Reckonings or the Nine Chapters. (ii) The allegedly massive Qín destruction of ancient literature was something that later Chinese scholars were in the habit of lamenting, and indeed exaggerating when possible. But it is exceedingly unlikely that the Nine Chapters would have been among the books destroyed by the Qín, had it existed at the time. Such destruction as there was only targeted on ideologically dangerous works that "used the past to criticize the present," and books on useful subjects were explicitly exempted; moreover, books held by high-ranking state advisers like Zhāng Cāng were also exempted [Shǐ jì, 6, 255] . If the Nine Chapters had existed in Zhāng Cāng's day he would undoubtedly have had a copy. If Liú Huī was anything of a historian he could not have missed the very well-known source in which all this is made clear. The fact that despite this he believes the Qín could have burned the Nine Chapters does not say much for his judgment as a historian. (iii) Quite apart from the exemption of "useful" books, it is impossible to imagine the Qín dynasty-obsessed as it was by calculation and accountancy-destroying a text such as the Nine Chapters, or for that matter the Suàn shù shū, some of whose material bears a close resemblance to what we know to have been the content of Qín administrative regulations [Cullen, 2004, 67] .
The commentators and the "Nine Reckonings"
But what grounds did Liú Huī have for claiming the Jiǔ shù , "Nine Reckonings," had any connection with the Nine Chapters? And what if anything did the Nine Reckonings have to do with the Suàn shù shū?
The work from which Liú Huī takes the expression "Nine Reckonings" is the Zhōu lǐ , "Ritual of the Zhōu [dynasty]," which supposedly describes the state organization of the Western Zhōu dynasty c. 1000 B.C. In the time of Liú Huī in the late third century A.D., the Zhōu lǐ was a famous and widely studied text, which was assumed to give a true account of the most ancient institutions of Chinese government. The modern view is, however, that it is probably a work of the later Warring States period, perhaps of the fourth century B.C. The Zhōu lǐ is not mentioned before the middle of the second century B.C., when it is said to have been presented to a younger brother of the emperor Wǔdì by a scholar who had rediscovered it. It was not then highly regarded. However, in A.D. 9, after having been the effective ruler for several years, the powerful minister Wáng Mǎng received the abdication of a boy emperor, and began to rule as the first emperor of what he called the Xīn , "New" dynasty, which lasted until his overthrow in A.D. 23. During his reign, a reform of state institutions was carried out on the ostensible basis of Zhōu models, and the Zhōu lǐ was given an honored place as the basis of these innovations-which were of course presented as the restoration of antique purity. From that time onward this book was given much attention by scholars [Loewe, 1993, 24-32] . In the Zhōu lǐ, the "Nine Reckonings" are prescribed as part of the "Six Arts," liù yì , which form the educational curriculum of young aristocrats. [Loewe, 1993, 246-249] . Here the multiplication table is referred to as jiǔ jiǔ zhī shù , "the nine nines reckoning" [Rickett, 1998, 499] . If that was all we had to go on, it would seem quite plausible that the expression "Nine Reckonings" of the Zhōu lǐ was simply an abbreviated version of this phrase; the multiplication table is about the limit of mathematical knowledge one can imagine being inflicted upon young lordlings otherwise preoccupied with their practice of archery, ritual, etc.
So where then did Liú Huī get the idea that there was a link between the Nine Reckonings and the Nine Chapters? The answer lies in the activity of a group of scholars in the early Eastern Hàn, who tried to deal with the problem posed by the fact that many ideologically important ancient texts such as the Zhōu lǐ contained terms and expressions that were no longer comprehensible. In response they wrote voluminous commentaries which aimed to provide the student with solutions-sometimes based on evidence, sometimes clearly conjectural-to (almost) all such difficulties. Perhaps the most renowned of all such commentators was Zhèng Xuán-who as we have seen was the second person in Chinese history known to have studied the Nine Chapters. Zhèng Xuán wrote a commentary on the Zhōu lǐ, and Liú Huī's quotations from his work show that he was familiar with it [Zhōu lǐ, 619; Chemla and Guō, 2004, 453; Shen, 1999, 297-298] . For the Nine Reckonings, Zhèng Xuán gives the following explanation:
The Nine Reckonings are Fāng tián, Sù mǐ, Chā fēn, Shǎo guǎng, Shāng gōng, Jūn shū, Fāng chéng, Yíng bù zú, Páng yào; nowadays we have the Chóng chā, Xì jié and Gōu gǔ. [Zhōu lǐ, 1815, 212-213] The list of Nine Reckonings given here is almost identical to the chapter titles of the present text of the Nine Chapters. Apart from trivial differences of wording and the fact that the seventh and eight topics are interchanged, the only noteworthy difference is that the present text has Gōu gǔ instead of Páng yào (for brevity, I leave to one side what the topics Páng yào, Chóng chā, and Xì jié might refer to). It is clear, therefore, that Liú Huī's claim that the Nine Chapters originates from the Nine Reckonings is based on Zhèng Xuán's statement. It appears from adjacent text that Zhèng Xuán is himself quoting from Zhèng Zhòng (?-A.D. 83), who is roughly of the same generation as Mǎ Xù, the first known student of the Nine Chapters at a time when it was apparently already well known. The critical point in evaluating Liú Huī's view on the origins of the Nine Chapters is therefore what Zhèng Xuán's (or rather Zhèng Zhòng's) basis might be for their identification of the Nine Reckonings with the headings of the Nine Chapters. It is clearly highly significant that the first reference to the Nine Chapters as a well-known book appears simultaneously with the first attempt to assimilate the Nine Reckonings to the Nine Chapters, and that both events take place in the first century of the Eastern Hàn. The coincidence of the appearance of the book at the same time as the explanation is striking enough. I shall shortly suggest a possible reason for this coincidence. For the moment, we may simply note that the existence in their own day of a well-known book on mathematics in nine sections would seem to have been sufficient reason for the two Zhèngs to explain the Nine Reckonings in the way they did, without any need to make implausible assumptions about their access to otherwise lost traditions of the meaning of an ancient text.
To sum up the position on Liú Huī's attempt to write history of mathematics, we may say that where he makes a claim not supported elsewhere, as in his theory that the Nine Chapters was a pre-Qín text, lost and later reconstituted, his views seem to be based on a mixture of uncritical acceptance of historical cliché and straightforward conjecture. Where he bases himself on the opinions of others (the two Zhèngs) his acceptance of their views is irrelevant to the reliability of the explanations he quotes, which will turn on our analysis of the period in which the original writers worked. From the point of view of the Suàn shù shū Liú Huī's writing does nothing to convince us that the Nine Chapters were (in whatever form) in existence at the time the Suàn shù shū was placed in the tomb, nor does it make it seem likely that the Nine Reckonings were an accepted way of organizing mathematics at that period. Under these circumstances we can treat the Suàn shù shū as a collection in its own right, rather than as an imperfect attempt to do the same job as the Nine Chapters.
The Nine Chapters and the Suàn shù shū
In the final sections of this paper I shall attempt to resolve some of the historical problems that are evident from the account of the Suàn shù shū and its context given above. The task is essentially to construct an evidence-based narrative that can deal with the fact that the two earliest texts of Chinese mathematics can be securely dated no closer than two or three centuries from each other, and while clearly belonging to the same tradition differ very significantly in format as well as in detailed content. What follows is directed toward those who are not satisfied by the simple assumption that mathematical progress is inevitable, but who are interested in seeing how far mathematical activity and mathematical innovation can be seen as part of a wider context of social and intellectual change.
Problems in constructing a narrative
The problems faced by any narrative of the kind required include the following:
(1) If we take the Suàn shù shū and the Nine Chapters as representative of the actual state of mathematical literature in the early Western Hàn and early Eastern Hàn, we have to explain how the practice of mathematics and the modes of transmission of mathematical knowledge can have changed sufficiently to move us from a world in which the Suàn shù shū was seen as normal to one in which the Nine Chapters were seen as normal. We have to explain how mathematical writing changed from being a matter of generating short problem-sized passages to being a matter of writing a lengthy and well-organized book-and a book whose organization depended crucially on the number nine. (2) However, as we have seen, we have rather little direct information on the activities of those who used mathematics in the intervening centuries, or on the social framework within which they operated. The only ancient attempt at writing something like the history of mathematics-Liú Huī's preface to the Nine Chapters-is, as we have seen, of little independent value.
Clearly the present article is not the first attempt that has been made to solve such problems. This is not the time to attempt a systematic review of the opinions of Chinese scholars on the origins of the Suàn shù shū and its connections with the Nine Chapters. Briefly, however, we may say that two main currents of thought are clear at the time of writing. One of them, represented by the leading historian of mathematics Guō Shūchūn , takes Liú Huī's account of the origins of the Nine Chapters fairly literally [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 54-56; Guō, 2003] . It is thus assumed that the Nine Chapters actually did exist in some form as a book before the Qín, and that it was damaged or scattered and later reconstituted as Liú Huī tells us. The question therefore arises whether the Suàn shù shū is in some way in the true line of descent that leads to the Nine Chapters as we have it today, and the answer is negative. The polymath historian of science Lǐ Dí , on the other hand, discounts Liú Huī as a reliable historian so far as the story of the "fires of Qín" is concerned, and believes that mathematical knowledge in the Western Hàn circulated in the form of what he calls guān jiǎn , "official bamboo strips." It was from such material that the Nine Chapters was assembled and edited [Lǐ, 1997, 88-138 ]. Lǐ's views have developed from conjectures expressed before the text of Suàn shù shū was fully published and widely discussed, but he has recently stated that they remain basically unchanged [private communication, 2004] . It will be seen that my views are closer to those of Lǐ than to those of Guō; I must, however, bear responsibility for the arguments I put forward in the next two sections, which (so far as I know) are mine alone.
A parallel: Medicine in the Western Hàn and the format of the Suàn shù shū
These problems just outlined are not trivial ones, and might well cause one to hesitate before trying to construct a history of Hàn mathematics capable of bridging the gap that confronts us. It is therefore very fortunate that we already have the main outlines of the history of another technical field that showed major changes in the writing down and transmitting of knowledge between Western and Eastern Hàn-changes similar to those that would take us from the Suàn shù shū to the Nine Chapters. The field in question is that of medicine. In medicine, as in mathematics, we find ourselves contemplating the impact of major finds of manuscript material from early Western Hàn tomb deposits, in the context of a canonical literature that cannot be reliably traced back further than the start of the Christian era. Understanding the development of one text-based technical field is clearly likely to be helpful in making sense of what happened in another such field.
For a description and evaluation of the major portions of the Western Hàn medical material, the reader may turn first to the work of Harper [1998] to which may be added the research results of Vivienne Lo, embodied in her unpublished Ph.D. thesis [1998] . A pioneering and original discussion was contributed by Yamada [1979] and there is also an important study by Sivin [1995] . But for our present purpose it is the work of Keegan [1988] that is most relevant. What Keegan's groundbreaking study achieved was to give us a new picture of what technical medical literature was like under the Western Hàn, and to elucidate some of the ways the Western Hàn heritage was transformed in succeeding centuries to produce the canonical literature of the received tradition.
In summary, Keegan's study of a group of Western Hàn medical manuscripts, mainly the so-called "vessel texts" from a tomb at Mǎwángduì as well as from Zhāngjiāshān, led him to the conclusion that the elementary unit of that literature was not to be seen as the "text" in its usual meaning of an extensive piece of writing equivalent to what we would call a book, but rather what we may call a "textlet," a shorter piece of writing capable of being transmitted on its own. Different extended texts might contain overlapping but not identical collections of textlets, and one text might separate textlets contiguous in another text, while bringing together textlets separated in other collections. In studying medicine, one increased one's knowledge base in part by receiving more material from one's teachers, who might sometimes pass on textlets only after an impressive ritual requiring a commitment not to transmit them to the unworthy. Such rituals have been reconstructed and evidenced from historical texts by Sivin. Clearly different doctors within a given tradition of medicine would tend to have overlapping but often differently ordered collections of material at their disposal.
By the Eastern Hàn, however, Keegan claims that this process had led to the formation of more than one large ossified collection of material that was no longer subject to "textlet" transmission in the old way. This is his explanation of the origin of the different recensions of the so-called Huángdì , "Yellow Emperor," corpus of which signs appear for the first time in the Hàn shū bibliography. An examination of three of these early medical compilations shows that they do indeed embody much material common to one another, and that some of their contents closely resemble "textlets" from the Mǎwángduì and Zhāngjiāshān material, but in an order and arrangement different enough to witness to the ability of the "textlet" to be transmitted independently.
The extant representatives of the Huángdì corpus are by no means chaotic works, although any attempt to read them as deliberately composed and systematic treatises will lead rapidly to a sense of confusion on the part of the conscientious reader. A recent detailed study of one part of the corpus discusses related problems [Unschuld, 2003] . However, more systematized works do exist: one of them, the Huángdì jiǎ yǐ jīng , "Huángdì's ABC canon," was composed by Huángfǔ Mì around A.D. 256-282, so that he might have been a contemporary of Liú Huī. This uses material from the Huángdì corpus to give a systematic account of acupuncture and moxibustion. We may also note the existence of a major text which is held by some to stand outside the Huángdì corpus, the Nán jīng , "Canon of Difficulties": this is a highly formalized and ordered book in which 81 sections each raise a question in the form of a "difficulty" which is then answered. With the Nine Chapters in mind, we may note that 9 × 9 = 81. It is usually held that the Nán jīng dates from at the latest the second or first centuries A.D., since it is quoted shortly thereafter.
Turning back indeed to the Nine Chapters and its relation to the Suàn shù shū, it does seem that a pattern similar to the one sketched above for the case of medicine can be detected. Even without the work of the scholars mentioned above, an inspection of the Suàn shù shū suggests that in one technical field, that of mathematics, the independently circulating unit of knowledge in the early Western Hàn-the "molecule of written information," so to speak-was a textlet rather than an extended and orderly treatise. In many cases the textlets of the Suàn shù shū take the form of a complete section beginning with a title. In other cases, a section with a title contains what is clearly a deliberately collected group of related textlets, which make it plain that an individual scribe has felt that gathering textlets in this way was just what his reader would expect him to have done. The frequent duplications and repetitions that result from this practice make it plain how much the accumulation of transmitted textlets was valued for its own sake, even if each addition to the collection did little or nothing to increase the sum of mathematical knowledge already gathered. Here of course we are speaking of what we can deduce from the activity of the final and apparently anonymous hand to work on this material, ignoring any intervening process of simple copying.
Unlike the case of the medical texts, however, the presence of the names of Wáng and Yáng gives us the chance to look back a little further than the manuscript itself, though our ability to draw any reliable conclusions is reduced by our inability to say just what sort of people they were, and what roles they played. But we can note that the way their names appear does not suggest any association with long passages of text: the longest continuous passages marked with their names are the two "weaving problems" (discussed above), at the end of which we are told that they were "checked," chóu , by Wáng and Yáng respectively. This pattern is consistent with the notion that at this period a mathematically active individual was more likely to generate mathematics in the form of textlet-sized packages than to write a discursive treatise. In other words, Western Hàn scholars who wrote mathematics managed their knowledge bases in ways similar in part to the practices of contemporary literate healers. We may recall too, that when Liú Huī tried to characterize the nature of mathematical writing before his imagined "reconstitution" of the Nine Chapters he said there were only "remaining fragments of the old texts," jiù wén zhī yí cán , available to scholars. This certainly seems like a reflection, perhaps in distorted form, of the fact that Western Hàn mathematical writing really did take a form that Liú Huī would have regarded as fragmentary-the short sections of the Suàn shù shū on bamboo. But if the Suàn shù shū fits easily into the pattern of Western Hàn technical writing, what can have happened during the transition to the Eastern Hàn to cause the change from the Suàn shù shū format to that of the Nine Chapters?
The role of Wáng Mǎng
The first appearance of the Nine Chapters in the historical record in the early Eastern Hàn may certainly be seen as generally parallel to the emergence of such works as the Huáng dì corpus, the Nán jīng, and the Huángdì jiǎ yǐ jīng at the same period or a little later. To get from the Suàn shù shū to the Nine Chapters we need to apply the same kinds of transformations that take us from the somewhat disorderly Western Hàn medical material to the more systematic medical texts of the Eastern Hàn-one of which, as we have seen, also used a division of its subject based on the number 9. Reversing the argument, we may say that given the existence of the Nine Chapters in the Eastern Hàn, a collection such as the Suàn shù shū is (given the evidence from medicine) just the kind of mathematical text we would expect to find from the early Western Hàn. We may now return to the fact that the first evidence of the existence of the Nine Chapters appears at the same time as an explanation of the Zhōu lǐ's Nine Reckonings that ties them firmly to the headings of the Nine Chapters. What historical process could have created this link?
The answer, I suggest, lies in the activities of the person who raised the Zhōu lǐ from being an obscure text to a revered guide to government. As mentioned above, this was Wáng Mǎng, who during his reign as emperor from A.D. 9 to 23 consciously presented himself as a new Duke of Zhōu, and modeled his governmental structure on the Zhōu lǐ. It is well known that Wáng Mǎng wanted his reign to be signalized by new learning in the numerical disciplines, ranging from calendrical astronomy to divination of all kinds. We know that in A.D. 5, when he was still regent, Wáng Mǎng held a great gathering of those interested in such topics and learned in ancient texts [Hàn shū, 1962, 21A, 955] , which was attended by several thousand scholars [Hàn shū, 1962, 12, 359] . There is persuasive evidence that Wáng Mǎng's patronage may have led to the compilation of the Zhōu bì, the text dealing with astronomical calculation mentioned above, which begins with a dialogue involving the Duke of Zhōu [Cullen, 1996, 153-156] . That dialogue also stresses the importance of the number nine as the basis of numerical data about the cosmos:
. . . The patterns for these numbers come from the circle and the square. The circle comes from the square, the square comes from the trysquare, and the trysquare comes from [the fact that] nine nines are eighty-one. [Cullen, 1996, 174] If Wáng Mǎng had sponsored the compilation of a treatise on methods of calculation, it would not have been surprising to find that it based its structure on the only phrase in the Zhōu lǐ which could be interpreted as a reference to the divisions of mathematics, which is of course the cryptic reference to the Nine Reckonings. It would thus have been likely to have used a ninefold division of its subject. Another famous work by one of Wáng Mǎng's supporters is divided into 9 × 9 = 81 sections: this is the Tàixuán jīng of Yáng Xióng (53 B.C.-A.D. 18) [Loewe, 1993, 460-466] . And the medical work known as the Nán jīng, "Canon of Difficulties," mentioned above, likewise divided into 81 sections, may also originate from the same period [Unschuld, 1986, 424] . Another feature of the Nine Chapters that points to the time of Wáng Mǎng is the widespread use of the hú measure for grain in that text, a unit entirely absent from the Suàn shù shū. According to Michael Loewe's careful examination of datable excavated texts bearing government accounting records, these point to the conclusion that "the term hu [as a unit of capacity] was introduced officially from the Wang Mang period" [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 202; Loewe, 1961, 73] .
If the Nine Chapters originated in the time of Wáng Mǎng, that would fit perfectly with its first appearance in the historical record as a well-known book studied by Mǎ Xù about eighty years after the fall of Wáng Mǎng's regime. The opprobrium later heaped on Wáng and on those scholars associated with him would have ensured that even if Eastern Hàn scholars found such a book as the Nine Chapters too useful to ignore, they might not have wished to advertise its origins. The fact that Zhèng Zhòng gave an explanation of the Nine Reckonings close to the chapter headings of the Nine Chapters would then follow from the fact that, like Liú Huī, he simply assumed that the Nine Chapters were an authentic descendant of the Nine Reckonings tradition-whereas in fact they were merely an attempt to reconstruct it by dividing the content of mathematics into nine artificial categories based on the fact that the Zhōu lǐ specified nine "reckonings." Indeed it is noticeable that after Zhèng has listed the Nine Reckonings, he records the existence of three other mathematical topics known in his own day that were not then counted in the Nine Reckonings-which would suggest that the ninefold division had not had very long to take hold, and that it was by no means natural for mathematicians at that time to think of mathematical methods as subject to a ninefold classification. We may recall that the only books with titles referring to "mathematical methods" in the official listing of c. 10 B.C. were in 36 and 16 sections, respectively.
The Suàn shù shū and the purpose of mathematical study in the Western Hàn
On the basis of the discussions above, it seems that we must interpret the aims and methods of mathematics in the Western Hàn without referring to the special features of the Nine Chapters, or to the organizing principle of the "Nine Reckonings." But what then can we say about the aims of those who wrote the material copied and assembled in the Suàn shù shū, which is now our only substantial and reliable witness to early Western Hàn mathematical practice? What did they see themselves as trying to do, and what criteria did they use to decide whether they were successful?
In deciding how to respond to this challenge, some would say that we need to confront an obvious problem: is this material simply a practical handbook of reckoning, or is it written in part by or for people whose interest in mathematics goes beyond its use for administrative purposes? That question is somewhat crudely put, but rather than trying to add in all the possible qualifications, let us try to confront it directly.
Some sections of the Suàn shù shū do certainly give no more than elementary information on how to do calculations, and useful facts about such matters as how much of one type of grain is equivalent to another sort-but then the same could be said of the Nine Chapters, which no one would nowadays claim is simply a practical guide for administrators. Without having been a Qín or early Hàn official, it is in any case difficult to be sure whether the more complex problems about amounts of grain, and elaborate arrangements about sharing and mixtures requiring treatment by the Rule of False Position, really do reflect any practical needs likely to be met in the course of one's work. However, there is no doubt in my mind that in the pair of "weaving" problems found in Sections 15 and 21, discussed above, we are faced by texts where the main interest is in problem-solving structures rather than any conceivable administrative reality. And since it is notable that these are the two cases where named persons are linked with problems in the clearest and most formal manner, it does seem probable that at least two persons near the beginnings of imperial China were for at least part of the time interested in displaying their ability to create (or at least to pass on) problems and methods of solution whose interest lay in their structure and ingenuity rather than in their practical value. The fact that one of the methods is faulty shows that we are not just reading a recital of standard methods, but are in the presence of real attempts at mathematical creativity-which can sometimes go wrong. It therefore seems safe to conclude that some early Western Hàn scholars were to some extent interested in clever methods of calculation for reasons other than their straightforward usefulness in administration.
The intriguing question that then presents itself is who the audience for such mathematical virtuosity might have been, what criteria that audience operated in deciding what counted as good mathematics, and what rewards followed from a reputation for mathematical skill beyond the call of official duty. For the first and third parts of that question we are currently far from being able to give a well-based answer. But for the second part of the question, we may be able to hear some Western Hàn mathematicians telling us what they thought good mathematics was about, and that evidence will prove directly relevant to the Suàn shù shū itself, and to its relation to the Nine Chapters. This is possible because we have a piece of metamathematical writing that probably dates from the Western Hàn dynasty, and that sums up the essentials of the work in which Chinese mathematicians were then engaged on the basis of collections such as the Suàn shù shū.
The material in question comes from the Zhōu bì. In part of this book, a part which I have argued is probably from the first century B.C., a teacher, Chén Zǐ , is represented as telling his student Róng Fāng how to learn mathematics. Neither of these characters is known to history. It is notable that as in the case of the dialogue between Socrates and the slave-boy in Plato's Meno, the first piece of Chinese writing about mathematics is in the form of a conversation between master and student. , in which the first two characters are those in the title of the collection we are discussing, the third is a possessive particle, and the fourth is "methods"], and this is what you are using your understanding for. But still you have difficulties, which shows that your understanding of the categories is too simple. The difficult part about understanding the Way, is that when one has studied it, one has to worry about broad application of it. Once it has been broadly applied, one has to worry about not [being able to] put it into practice. Once one has put it into practice, one worries about not being able to understand it. So similar methods are studied comparatively, and similar problems are comparatively considered. This is what sorts the stupid scholar from the clever one, and the worthy from the worthless. So being able to categorize in order to unite categories-this is the substance of how the worthy will devote themselves to refining practice and understanding. (See [Cullen, 1996, 175-178] , from which this translation is slightly modified.)
We may note that in telling his student how to study mathematics, Chén Zǐ says nothing about the Nine Reckonings as a means of organizing mathematical knowledge, nor about the Nine Chapters or indeed about any kind of standard mathematical book to be studied. That is consistent with the view suggested above, according to which such things
were not yet part of the intellectual repertoire of Chinese mathematics before the first century A.D. The key to this passage lies in Chén Zǐ's insistence on the need to "unite categories," hé lèi . In his preface to the Nine Chapters, Liú Huī in the third century A.D. was even more ambitious than Chén Zǐ in setting out a program for the unification of mathematical methods:
The categories under which the matters [treated herein fall] extend each other [when compared], so that each benefits [from the comparison]. So even though the branches are separate they come from the same root, and one may know that they each show a separate tip [of the same tree]. (My translation; cf. [Chemla and Guō, 2004, 126-127; Shen, 1999, 53] .).
The implication here is that, properly understood, all the problems in the Nine Chapters are in essence solved by one and the same method. In his actual commentary, Liú Huī gets nowhere near being able to realize this ideal program. But the overall ambition to connect and to unify mathematical methods is certainly an aspiration that Liú Huī and Chén Zǐ have in common. I have quoted the passage from the Zhōu bì at length because I believe it sums up the spirit of early Hàn dynasty mathematical learning that eventually flowed into a systematic and powerful book as the Nine Chapters, in which "words are simple but their application is wide-ranging [and] when you ask about one category [you] are thus able to comprehend a myriad matters." That is what I believed when I first translated those words of Chén Zǐ, at a time when the Suàn shù shū was just being unearthed. But now that I have seen the Suàn shù shū, I am all the more sure that in Chén Zǐ's advice to his student we can hear the authentic voice of the early Hàn mathematicians who assembled collections such as the Suàn shù shū. It is obvious that the aim of those who gathered the material in each section of that collection was precisely to bring together related problems and methods from various sources so that as Chén Zǐ says "similar methods are studied comparatively, and similar problems are comparatively considered."
To underline the distinctive nature of the program of algorithmic generalization that underlies the mathematical texts we are discussing, an East-West comparison will be helpful. It was the fate of the Nine Chapters to be spoken of in later centuries as a paradigmatic work that summed up the essential spirit and content of mathematics in China. The same thing, more or less, happened to Euclid's Elements in the West, and with about as little justification, as can easily be seen by considering the contrast between Euclid and (for instance) Diophantos or Heron. But even stereotypes may tell us something interesting, and there is an illuminating contrast here.
The Elements, as we know, treat mathematics with a well-defined program in mind, which may in part be described as follows. We start from the smallest possible number of statements which the author has to ask us to accept as true. From these we attempt to derive logically the largest possible number of true propositions. So impressively is this program executed that it is not surprising that some of Euclid's later readers were tempted to think that this was what all "real" or "true" mathematics should be like, and that anything else was in some sense a falling-short. Now judged in that way, much of early Chinese mathematics including the Nine Chapters is a lamentable failure to do real mathematics at all.
However, on the view set out above, the Nine Chapters had an aim that was in some sense orthogonal to that of Euclid: whereas the Elements sought to move from a few assumptions to a potentially unlimited number of true propositions by logical deduction, the Nine Chapters sought to move from the infinite variety of mathematical problems to the smallest number of general algorithms that could solve them all, grouped under the nine main headings of its chapters. And it seems clear that some part of that program was already implicit in the way the writers of the Suàn shù shū organized their material, and in the way their approximate contemporaries thought of the way one should study mathematics.
Conclusion and summary
We may now sum up the results of the investigation outlined in this article.
(a) With the discovery of the Suàn shù shū we can move on from the previous situation when the Nine Chapters represented the only substantial example of a mathematical text from the early imperial age. The history of early mathematics in China largely consisted of attempts to find some way of dating the Nine Chapters, a process conducted by searching for the earliest dates at which the techniques set out in that book could have existed. The history of early Chinese mathematics was, essentially, the history of the Nine Chapters, and writing that history was not so much a matter of analyzing how Chinese mathematics was created, but rather concerned itself with trying to find where a unique mathematical monument should be set in place on a timeline. After the Suàn shù shū things are different: we are now able to sketch a vision of the early imperial age as an epoch of change and creativity, in which we do not simply see mathematical texts as intellectual monuments, but can begin to analyze the processes and influences through which they were created. (b) In purely mathematical terms, the Suàn shù shū enables us to locate the origins of certain techniques to at least as far back as c. 200 B.C., given that the tomb in which it was found was closed not long after that date. These techniques include the Rule of False Position and methods for calculating the volumes of a number of solid bodies. Clearly many of these techniques might have been known since a considerably earlier date. We may, however, note the absence of certain other techniques, such as the extraction of square roots, the right angled triangle theorem and the solution of linear equations in several unknowns, all of which are found in the Nine Chapters. Nor is there any evidence, from the Suàn shù shū or elsewhere, that Western Hàn (or earlier) scholars regarded the "Nine Reckonings" of the Zhōu lǐ as a normal way to structure mathematical knowledge. (c) The styles and formats of the Suàn shù shū and the Nine Chapters differ greatly from one another, but an examination of their contents shows clearly that they belong to the same mathematical tradition. These differences of style and format are not mere matters of the idiosyncrasies of different writers, but can be shown to relate closely to the changing nature of the creation and transmission of technical knowledge in ancient China, and to the influence of political changes at the highest levels of the Chinese imperial state. Despite these differences, both texts show clear signs of a commitment to a particular style of mathematical learning that is advocated in more than one ancient text, and appears to be distinctively Chinese. (d) The appearance of the Suàn shù shū enables us to see the Nine Chapters in a new light. Once, given the fact that the Nine Chapters was the earliest known text on mathematics, it may have been natural to assume that the book must have been in existence in some form or other from the earliest period when the techniques it contains could reasonably have been thought to be in use, certainly as far back as the Warring States. The existence of the Suàn shù shū early in the Western Hàn with its comparatively rich content in a format quite different from the Nine Chapters liberates us from that assumption, and allows us to confront the historical evidence without presuppositions. Given that before the early Eastern Hàn there is no sign whatsoever of the Nine Chapters or indeed of a tradition of dividing mathematical methods into nine sections, our working hypothesis has to be that the Nine Chapters originated early in the first century A.D. And given that we can demonstrate the existence of special historical circumstances that could have generated such a book at that time, the burden of proof is now firmly on those who would claim an earlier date. It is hard to see on what evidence such a contention could currently be based.
The views I outline here are intended to make the most economic and cautious use of the historical and textual evidence actually before us. Nevertheless, no conclusions in this field can ever be final. Exciting new finds from Chinese archaeological excavations are now reported at monthly intervals, and we may hope that it is only a matter of time before more mathematical material from the early imperial age comes to light. When that happens, it may be possible to test the hypotheses I have put forward in this article.
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Appendix. Suàn shù shū-title or label?
In this discussion, I have referred to the ensemble of material before us as "the Suàn shù shū," while in my article title I have added the gloss "Writings on Reckoning." In this appendix I should like to discuss the significance of these decisions. Firstly we may turn to the relatively trivial point of the pronunciation of the name itself. "Suàn shù shū" is a representation in Roman script of the sounds of the characters in modern standard Chinese, which is an idealized version of the northern Chinese language sometimes known as "Mandarin." The accents mark the tones which are an integral part of the language. The character is simply an archaic form of the more common , with identical meaning and pronunciation. However, since the material we are studying is over 2000 years old, one would not expect the original owner to have pronounced the characters in the modern fashion. Various attempts have been made to reconstruct the ways in which Chinese pronunciation has evolved in past millennia: one of the best-known and most accessible is still that of Karlgren [1964] . Karlgren reconstructs two pronunciations, an "archaic" scheme representing the first millennium B.C., and an "ancient" scheme centering around A.D. 600. In the "archaic" scheme and using Karlgren's diacritic markings, would be read . For interest, we may note that in the same scheme the title of the Nine Chapters, Jiǔ zhāng suàn shù , would have been read . The useful point of such reconstructions is when, as here, we note that two words with the same modern pronunciation such as and , both shù today, were formerly quite distinct as and respectively. But no argument based on such considerations is central to my present discussion.
There are, however, some significant issues involved with decisions of how we translate the heading of the document we are studying. First, what is meant by the expression Suàn shù ? Now this certainly is an expression rather than just a pair of separate characters that happen to follow one another: an electronic search of the entire texts of the 25 standard histories gives 51 separate examples of this pairing. It also, as we have seen above, occurs in the Zhōu bì. Following the entry for in the now standard Hànyǔ dà cídiǎn [Luò, 1997, 5231] we may agree that a broad characterization of this usage over Chinese literature as a whole would be that it means about the same as the now identically pronounced but differently written expression suàn shù , "methods/procedures of calculation/mathematics" (leaving to one side the few instances in which should be read as suàn shǔ, with the meaning "count"). It seems likely that the present text shows the earliest datable example of the expression; in choosing a single English word to render it, I have allowed myself to be influenced by the elementary nature of much of the material before us, and have gone for the slightly archaic and (at one time) demotic term "reckoning."
Rather more hangs on the question of how to render shū . All translations of the words Suàn shù shū into western languages so far appear to have used "book" or in the case of the one French example known to me the equivalent "livre." While not denying that shū can be used in Chinese in ways equivalent to English "book," I feel very uncomfortable with this rendering. As I have argued above there is no way that the material written on the original scroll of 190 bamboo strips from the Zhāngjiāshān tomb can be thought of as once having constituted a continuous piece of writing with some kind of large-scale order to it-which is surely a minimum requirement for something to be called a "book" in English. A mere collocation of short pieces of textual material, such as a collection of papers in a binder, or an electronic file holding pages downloaded from the Internet, would not, I suggest, usually qualify as a "book" in the view of most native English speakers. Or if I was to copy notes on (say) French grammar from various sources onto a collection of sheets permanently bound together in hard covers, no one would normally say I had composed a book on that subject. However, as everybody familiar with classical Chinese will acknowledge, shū means much more than just "book." As a verb it means "to write," and its basic sense as a noun is indeed the broader one of "things written, writings, the act of writing." I have therefore adopted "writings" as my preferred sense of this word in the present context, since it seems to me to avoid the misleading implications of "book."
By this point, the reader may see why I join Lǐ Dí in being reluctant to say that the characters Suàn shù shū should be described as a book title [Lǐ, 1997, 91] . Like him, I feel that these words are best viewed as a descriptive label telling the potential reader what the collected material in the relevant bundle of strips is about. The test here is, of course whether the same label could have been put on a different collection of material on the same topic, and I feel that it could well have been. I suggest that the same applies to the characters written on the back of strips from four other rolls from the same tomb, such as Èr nián lǜ lìng , "Statutes and ordinances of the second year," Mài shū , "Writings on the vessels," Gài Lú , "[Questions by] Gài Lú," and Yǐn shū , "Writings on stretching [as medical therapy]." The two other rolls reconstituted by the editors have no visible labels.
